
braic datatypes, recursive function definitions, term eval

toward the end of the first section, and interspersed in the di

crust), and then we add a number of ingredients in a finite numb

Let us define some variables of sort



We can immediately put our definition to the test with

is vegetarian, shows that our definition is incorrect. A pizz

than just the top one, the definition has to be recursive:

Note that we could have also defined



and the former definition is actually an example of such a mix because of the first clause,
. A purely functional definition would be written as follows:

Next, we define a function that (recursively) removes meat fr

hat the definition is correct:





constructor, we did not cite any justification for

as our justification for deriving (
figured it out on its own quickly enough.

Let us now define a function that tells us whether or not a pizza
tifiers:



we define a procedure that constructs the property of interes



Observe that there are no justifications for the steps on line

of the given justifications and the proof would still go throu

That has to do with the given justification, , and specifically with the



fining biconditional clause in
y quantified variable

by disjunction introduction, and then it finally applies bic

As before, there is much repetitious reasoning here, specifi

annotation on line 3 to allow for the usual infix conventions i

to be written in full prefix form as



defined so far, and which we could proceed to investigate, suc

ingredients are hardwired into the definition of
finition of

Second, and more important, we have defined

in a finite number of steps, and that



tle less fine-grained. We can
do that by defining , and by explicitly defining

One way to do that is to first define a function
, and then define two pizzas to be identical iff they have

With this new constructively defined notion of pizza identit

Let us now define

To get the previous kind of pizzas, we could define, e.g.:



To get pizzas topped with fish we only need to define, e.g.:

gives us all kinds of fish-topped pizzas. Likewise for, e.g.,

For greater notational flexibility, we introduce as an infix-friendly alias for

Let us now define a function that removes a specific type of topp
function is polymorphic and the definition is recursive. We introduce an infix alternative

We can now define the function as follows:



Note that this definition is not painstakingly expressed in t
as was the case with the earlier definition of the

o the very definition of

We also define a much more general and at the same time more succ

of the preceding definition:



Note that while we provide justifications for the chain steps



election filter is used to


